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INTRODUCTION

The University of Central Florida, College of Medicine promotion and tenure criteria set forth the principles for faculty appointment, promotion, and the award of tenure. These criteria and guidelines expand the University of Central Florida’s regulations on promotion and tenure pertaining to the College of Medicine. The document addresses specific criteria for faculty in the Departments of Medical Education, Internal Medicine, Clinical Sciences and in the Burnett School of Biomedical Sciences. Each unit has established criteria for faculty who are in a tenure track position and aspire to be awarded tenure and/or be considered for promotion. Each unit also has developed criteria for promotion of non-tenure track faculty. Separate criteria have also been developed by the Burnett School of Biomedical Sciences for those non-tenure track faculty who function as part of a scientific team of scientists working with a PI.
Scholarship and Scholarly Activity

The academic mission of the College of Medicine requires all faculty members to engage in scholarship and scholarly activity. Faculty efforts in these areas are reported and assessed during the annual evaluation process and are considered pivotal when a faculty member is considered for promotion.

Scholarship, marked by the methodical accumulation and acquisition of knowledge leads to expert mastery in one or more areas of academic study. The generation and dissemination of new knowledge demonstrates proficiency in a field of study and sets the pace for future generations of professionals and researchers. Scholarship is demonstrated by scientific investigation and publication, and is often accompanied by funded research.

Scholarly activity draws from the current literature and, when appropriate, "best practices" in one's field-to create new knowledge.

Scholarship and scholarly activity requires the dissemination and acceptance of new knowledge by one’s peers. Evidence of this can include creative works in teaching, research, academic leadership, clinical expertise, and/or other activities in which the College of Medicine faculty might be engaged. In all cases, the faculty member assumes primary responsibility for dissemination of new knowledge and submission for peer review.
Promotion Profile

Faculty members in the College of Medicine engage in a range of activities, which may include teaching, research, clinical expertise, academic leadership, service, and/or other activities. Such activities support the academic mission of the college and thereby allow the promotion profile to reflect the unique combination of activities and accomplishments of each faculty member and may vary substantially from one faculty member to another. Moreover, the efforts of some faculty members may be concentrated largely in a single area such as teaching or research (thereby establishing a specialized area of concentration for that person), whereas the efforts of other faculty members may be distributed over two or more areas of concentration.

Aspects to the evaluation of faculty members for promotion in the College of Medicine include: (1) evidence of scholarship in research, e.g., peer-reviewed publications, experimental research, clinical trials, population studies, scientific grants, scientific reviews, membership on editorial boards, service on national committees or in scientific societies, (2) evidence of scholarship in teaching, e.g., peer-reviewed publications, classroom teaching, curriculum design, textbook authorship, mentorship, teaching awards, invitations to speak at national conferences, and (3), when appropriate (for clinical faculty), evidence of excellence in clinical practice, e.g., innovative clinical treatment, effective clinical outcomes, evidence of patient safety and quality improvement. To facilitate evaluation of a faculty member’s activities in all of the areas in which he/she may support the college’s academic mission, the college has identified for each of these areas examples of accomplishments that represent evidence of excellence in scholarly activity and scholarship (Appendix I).
General Qualifications for Promotion to the Rank of Associate Professor
Candidates must have a terminal degree and postdoctoral experience and/or training. Clinician faculty candidates must also have board certification. The usual time in rank as Assistant Professor is five years.

Therefore, requests for promotion to Associate Professor normally will not be considered until a full five years in the Assistant Professor rank has been served. Early consideration for promotion to Associate Professor is appropriate when all of the criteria that would have been evaluated after a five-year interval are clearly fulfilled in fewer than five years. Years in the equivalent rank at one or more other institutions prior to beginning employment at UCF may be counted when calculating the total number of years in rank. All candidates for promotion to Associate Professor must demonstrate a sustained record of productive scholarship and scholarly activity demonstrating regional or national prominence, e.g., peer-reviewed publications, invitations to present at regional or national meetings, service on editorial boards.

General Qualifications for Promotion to the Rank of Professor
The title of Professor represents the highest academic award within the institution and holds special recognition in the College and academic community. Not all Associate Professors will reach the rank of Professor. Promotion to Professor is not awarded based on longevity, but rather because of superior achievement at the national or international level with the promise of continued contribution. The usual minimum time in rank as Associate Professor is five years. There is no limit to the maximum years for consideration. Early consideration for promotion to Professor is appropriate when all of the criteria that would have been evaluated after a five-year interval are all clearly fulfilled in fewer than five years. Years served in the equivalent rank at one or more institutions prior to beginning employment at UCF may be counted when calculating the number of years in rank. However, there is no maximum number; more than five years might be required to establish acceptable credentials. All candidates for promotion to Professor must demonstrate a sustained record of productive scholarly activity and scholarship, e.g., grants and peer-reviewed publications, demonstrating national or international prominence.

General Qualifications for Promotion to the Rank of Medical Assistant Librarian
Candidates must have a master’s degree in library science from an ALA-accredited institution and at least two years of experience as a professional librarian or equivalent after completing the master’s degree.

The usual time in rank as Medical Instructor Librarian is at least two years. Therefore, requests for promotion to Medical Assistant Librarian normally will not be considered until two years at the Medical Instructor Librarian rank has been served. Early consideration for promotion to Medical Assistant Librarian is not appropriate. All candidates for promotion to Medical Assistant Librarian must demonstrate a record of productive scholarship and scholarly activity demonstrating university or local prominence, e.g., participation in peer-reviewed publications, presenting at meetings, service on committees.
General Qualifications for Promotion to the Rank of Medical Associate Librarian
Candidates must have a master’s degree in library science from an ALA-accredited institution and at least five years of experience as a professional librarian or equivalent after completing the master’s degree. The usual time in rank as Medical Assistant Librarian is 5 years.

Therefore, requests for promotion to Medical Associate Librarian normally will not be considered until a full five years in the Medical Assistant Librarian rank has been served. Early consideration for promotion to Medical Associate Librarian is appropriate when all of the criteria that would have been evaluated after a five-year interval are clearly fulfilled in fewer than five years. Years in the equivalent rank at one or more other institutions prior to beginning employment at UCF may be counted when calculating the total number of years in rank. All candidates for promotion to Medical Associate Librarian must demonstrate a sustained record of productive scholarship, scholarly activity and service demonstrating state-wide or regional prominence, e.g., participation in peer-reviewed publications, invitations to present at meetings, service on committees, mastery of one or more fields of library specialization.

General Qualifications for Promotion to the Rank of Medical Librarian
The title of Medical Librarian represents the highest academic award within the Librarian track and holds special recognition in the College and academic community. Not all Medical Associate Librarians will reach the rank of Medical Librarian. Promotion to Medical Librarian is not awarded based on longevity, but rather because of superior achievement at the national level with the promise of continued contribution. The usual minimum time in rank as Medical Associate Librarian is five years. There is no limit to the maximum years for consideration. Early consideration for promotion to Medical Librarian is appropriate when all of the criteria that would have been evaluated after a five-year interval are all clearly fulfilled in fewer than five years. Years served in the equivalent rank at one or more institutions prior to beginning employment at UCF may be counted when calculating the number of years in rank. However, there is no maximum number; more than five years might be required to establish acceptable credentials. All candidates for promotion to Medical Librarian must demonstrate a sustained record of productive scholarly activity, scholarship, and service demonstrating national prominence e.g., participation in grants, peer-reviewed publications, mastery and recognized leadership in one or more fields of library specialization, invited presentations.